You might be wondering
Is this a campaign to pay for the mall?

Great question! No. One of the campaign components is the Master planning of the entire
27 acres. This plan will lead and guide us to the creation of an exciting oasis for the Grand
Forks region.

Where will the campaign funds be going?

We have outlined 4 main areas for the funds: 1) Compassionfirst Gifts 2) Ministry expansion
3) HOPE Church Expansion and Renovation 4) Grand Cities Mall Master Planning

Who do we give to through our Compassionfirst offerings?

We have taken recommendations from our ministry teams/leaders and designated our
gifts to Ministries and Organizations that are doing good work in the Greater Grand Forks
region and the world. we have a list of the organization that will receive gifts from HOPE.
(see Compassionfirst Gifts Document)

What if pledges are more or less than the desired goals?

Wouldn’t that be exciting! Gifts and pledges beyond our goals would enable us to go further
and deeper in each of our four emphasis.’ We would firstly, bless in increasing ways our
community through our Compassionfirst commitment. In our Ministry Expansion desire,
we would believe our adults would be greatly benefited by a staff pastor/teacher that could
help us become better equipped as fully Christ followers and students of the Scriptures.
Our Facilities Emphasis needs will certainly benefit by further gifts. In addition to building
Adult Classrooms, a Kitchen, and Fellowship areas we would love to equip these areas
with appropriate furnishings. In addition, given enough funds, we dream of addressing the
exterior of our facility and our parking lot and landscaping. Finally, a wonderful opportunity
would be to pay down on our debt.

Should I redirect my tithe to the reImagine Campaign?

We certainly hope that you do not. The Reimagine HOPE gifts are intended to be over-andabove gifts.

What is expected of me?

We are asking and inviting each person connected to HOPE to pray about a gift that would
depict a generous heart. Not everyone can make a million dollar gift, but everyone can
make a sacrificial one. We would love for each one of us to be able to look back on these
days and thank God that they sacrificed to make something amazing happen.
Continue in the back >>

